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Diversity 
(Music) 
In the film Planet 51, I was the voice of Chuck the Astronaut, who went on an amazing space adventure. 
Chuck found himself in a place where he was different from everyone around him and very much alone. 
However, on this planet, promoting diversity is very important. At NASA, astronauts from all 
nationalities and background work together aboard the International Space Station to help improve our 
lives here on Earth. I'm here to tell you that every barrier is meant to be broken, whether it's the sound 
barrier, the furthest layer of the Earth's atmosphere, the outer limits of our solar system or the 
challenges we face here at home.  

Spinoffs 
(Music) 
Hi, this is Dwayne Johnson.  While playing astronaut Chuck Baker in the film Planet 51, I gained a lot of 
respect for our nation's space program. NASA makes new discoveries about our universe every day but 
one of the coolest things about NASA is that technologies it creates for exploring space are also 
improving life right here on Earth.  NASA technologies can be found everywhere, from the soles of your 
shoes to the freeze-dried fruit in your cereal.  These technologies, called "spinoffs," help doctors heal 
patients with heart problems, scientists track rare animals and firefighters and police officers and 
soldiers stay safe on the job.  Space technology has even helped Olympic swimmers win gold medals.  All 
of these spinoffs began as innovations for NASA missions, like the space shuttle, the Hubble space 
telescope and the International Space Station. You don't have to be an astronaut to trace space back to 
where you live.  Visit NASA.gov to learn more about how NASA Technologies play a role in your life.  
After all, there's no space like home.  

Water 

(Music) 
Hi this is Dwayne Johnson. I play an astronaut in the movie Planet 51. Making this movie I gained a lot of 
insight into the life of NASA astronauts. For example, astronauts aboard the International Space Station 
conserve and recycle water -- all of their water using the same water filters being used on Earth in 
remote areas to provide drinking water to those in need. 

Education 
(Music) 
In the film Planet 51, I'm the voice of Chuck the Astronaut, who went on an amazing space adventure. 
Here on Earth, NASA's leading our own real life journey in search of extrasolar planets. Every day, NASA 
works to improve our lives, pioneer discoveries and reach beyond our limits. Education makes this 
possible.  Join NASA and Planet 51 in making science technology, engineering and math come alive by 
participating in upcoming events.  


